Different expression levels of spartin cause broad spectrum of cellular consequences in human neuroblastoma cells.
Hereditary spastic paraplegia describes a diverse group of neurodegenerative conditions characterised by progressive spasticity and weakness of the lower limbs. Mutations in the SPG20 gene encoding spartin cause an autosomal recessive hereditary spastic paraplegia known as Troyer syndrome. To evaluate the cellular consequences of sustained spartin depletion in neuronal cells, we established several clonal SH-SY5Y cell lines with different level of spartin knockdown. Here, we report that cells with modest spartin downregulation show signs of neuronal differentiation such as increased neuritogenesis and cytoskeleton rearrangement. Interestingly, we also indicate that permanent high level spartin depletion results in impaired cell growth and multiple mitochondrial aberrations, which we speculate, arise as a result of chronic oxidative stress. Our studies demonstrate that the scale of spartin downregulation is the major factor that determines the severity of cellular consequences observed and suggest that there is a critical level of spartin expression which must be maintained for proper cellular functions.